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ABSTRACT

Colu,

childtso
A survey of 993 parents was conducted in lititisx 1bia in 1978

fortheir
to discover the ways they went about choosirig eoh0010

and the qualities they sought in those schoOles as 014 as the effect of

the new provincial aid program on their choice.

. Degree of involvement of various fsmill4.14e6b erg in: the
th

decision,

sources.of information consulted, time of decA-alon, sil-,,W07br of schools

considered were examined. Those who chose ifl:TDemideSC ;TN,s of various

types were compared with each other and'Idth ;9()se 016,4-10-s- public schools.

Those entering a child in a school were cOmP4"1 with who.transf

a child from a. previous school. Social else° was have.s.sigAifi-

.

cant effect on some, but not all variables. ore cow.
Reasons for choosing various types

compared
among

°111774

erred

(these same groups. Reasons for choosing.ind ei!,11clent,

center on religion, discipline, and academic '4411tyi /cin: those for

choosing public schools more often mentioned rf,.°41sons

convenience or school Ideation, with a wale' cf

tended to

-114t.1-c!

A small but significant portion of the sakle that they

with

characterized largely
gave little thought to school selection. Thew.. 14ere
by public school education and low social status, and tended overwheltdogly

to choose public schools. The aid program was tound'c° no eff ect, as

it had just begun at the time of the survey-
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This paper' reports the highlights of a survey conducted_in British

Cllumbia in November 1978. A more comprehensive presentation of the re-

sults of that survey has presented to the 'British Columbia Ministry

of. Education and to the 'National Institute of Education, which provided the

funds for the work., While it has not yet been xeleased to the general pub-

lic, it is available to scholars oa,request.
3

Data for the.present analysis. were obtained in two ways. In November

1978, 993 parents in the province, drawn .from its major population.center

(the Lower Fraser Valley) and from one small hinterland city (Prince George)

were interviewed by telephone. The following spring, those,parents who

agreed to let-us contact them again (over.99 percent of the sample)!were

surveyed by means of mailed questionnaires.

A. The Sample

The sample was selected from among parents who had, in September 1978,

either enrolled.a child in the first grade of an elementary or secondary

school, or transferred a child froM a public to an independent school. 'or

vice-versa. We called the former,group the starters, and, the latter group

the movers. We deliberately over-sampled movers and independent school

parents, in order to achieve a roughly equal number of public school movers,

public school starters, indePendent school movers, and independent school

starters.

Two purposes informed our sampling procedure. First, we wanted to

be able to make comparisons between movers and starters, and between pub -

'p

lic and independent schorparents. Since there are fewer movers and
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independent school parents than there are starters and public schoolf parents,

it was necessary to include a.,dispropottion of. them in.the sample in order

to have nearly equal numbers. Secondly,'we sampled only movers and starters,

And not those'who remained in a school, because we believed that these par-

ents, having recently chosen schools for their children, were the parents

most likely to. have been influenced by the new program of aid to independent

Schools, which had begun only two months before.

However, as our analysis of the data proceeded, it became clear that

the most interesting comparisons were not generally those among the four

groups we specifically sampled. For some purposes, the public-independent

distinction was most salient, fo°r others, the mover-starter distinction.'

On the other issues, more light was shed by distinguishing between parents

whose children were enrolled in different types of independent schools,

or between parents of different religious or social class backgrounds.

Therefore, our findings are not, in the main, Presented in terms of our

four original subsamples.

Since we purposely oversampled certain groups of parents, and did

not sample othergroups-at all, our results may not be typical of the

general population of the province. Indeed, 'comparisons with the demo-

graphy of the province indicate that our Sample is in many *ways not'repre,-

sentative.of the population, particularly in that it over-representi the

middle class and under-represents. the working class.
4

This effect is in

part a consequence of the refusal of.the public schools in Vancouver to

participate, which eliminated the only typically urban public school sys-

tem in the,intended sample. This action probably also eliminated a fair

proportion of parents at the low end of the social scales.

Our sample was drawalrom 93 public schools, and 28 independent
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schools, which included 15 Catholic schools,, one noW4lectq 00 independent

school, and a number of other independent schools
which characterized

as "other church-relatad schools.

only one non-sectarian independent school participated i4

one.
00the

study' aS

weve
results from

that they ate

It'is a bit of 0
di sahloorment that

no conclusions can

this school are s°.

heuristic Purposes

We discovered

different

be draw'n from,a sample of

consistent and interesting

types in o

included

clear differences in parents patr°11iZ g schools

ur sample. Though all social cleases in

as compared with schools,

to be blue collar

Cher

re,more likely and working 'cl-ass,
public

and no .t gradUated from secondary school, but
high incottis

incomes were partly a function, appareorlY

public school patrons o schools,f these

types, we

educated,

(The high

militant trade nolonista.) The one non-sectarian in

of
British

C01144biats

f
ePenci school in' our

sample was patronized by people of high income, hies\..
c_41 class, high-

occupational status, a high degree of educationalact, and back.

grounds In independent schools. Rowever, one should not assume it is

as its resP
nodents,lerc of high

Th3 patrOns viet.e genera/1Y
upper-

necessarily. a hi.ghlY eltclusive school,

status only in relation to the sample..

middle class. parents

church-rel ated scbo°13

in the sample whose children
vete 000-Catlioitc

tended to be middle income, of middle uccoPeriollai

in the other indep::::-t schnOls

le class.status, and lower- They were somewhat Picire iic,e1.31 than rArents

to have been educated in
ub

lic sclicl°1s

exclusively and, like the parents with children in Pliblic schools,-more

likely not to have graduated from secondary-school In It% ing
With the

i eP

frequent claims of Catholic leaders, the Catholic
school it

ur
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sample resembled public school patrons, except that more of tlie former had

attended college or university, and they were somewhat less concentrated

at the lower end of the socioeconomic scale.

There was a very high proportion of Cathdlics the Catholic schools,

a fairly high proportion'in the public schools,'and a small proportibn in

the other types.

We found,-striking differences in social class between movers and

starters: movers were almost equally distributed among the working,

lower-middle, and upper-middle classes, while starters were.primarily

working class, with slightlyfewer in the lower middle class and"ruch

fewer in the upper middle class. The movers inclUded a greater propor-

tion of profeesional or executive fathers than did the starters, and

fewer blue-collar fathers. There was also a sliihti but consistent,

tendency for movers to be Vetter educated. Most mover parents, of both

sexes, were college educated, and fewer reporteduly secondary school

education or less. We hypothesize that gone explanation for this social ,

t
class difference between movers and starters is that individuals with

higher status generally have superior social skills, have greater access

to information, are accustomed'to demanding above-average goods and ser-

vices, and have more of a sense of control over their own destinies. If

so', these people would be more aware of educational alternatives, and more

.

likely to move ifthey were to become discontented with their children's

schools.

When independent school movers (who had left public schools) were

compared with public school starters, the social class differences were

even greater. These subsamples had an equally large percentage of parents
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with high incomes, but more parents who had transferred children from_pub-
,

lic to independent schools

class, more were in 'higher

of education. - .These data,

were upper-middle class,,and fewer were workin

level occupations, and more had higher levels

along with evidence from analyses too detailed

to report here, suggest that. higher, social status not Only.increases the
, .

likelihood that 'parents will shift their children from one schog

another, but that the 'shift will be from public to independent schools.

Social class does not appear to be an; important determinant of who will

transfer A child from an independent to a public School:'

ALother possible determinant of parental choice of schooling appears.

'in our data on the educational background of the parents themselves. The

type of schooling aparent received--whether in independent schools,

public schools, or bOth--may have influenced the choice of e school for

the parent's child. Parents who had just enrolled their chilliren in pub7
N,,1

lic schools were overwhelmingly educated in public schools only (80 per-

. ,

cent),.while parents who had just enrolled their children in independent

schools included a higherpercentage of individuals who themOilves.had

-attended.only independent schools. (35 percent) than was found in any other

subsample.

Interestingly, both public school. and independent school movers had

a higher incidence of parents whei7had attended bOfh independent and pub-
.

lic schools than did the starters. Probably first-hand experience in

Schools of both typeS increases-`one's aWareness that if a school of one
.

type is unsatisfactory, the other type of slhool.is available as an

alter O
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8. The Process of Choosing a School

Since aid to independent schools could conceivably influence the

manner in whicfl, parents choose schools, asked about the process, by

which parentschose the schools which their chi en entered during

September, 1978. In a later survey of this type, e have attempted to

detect any changes in this process that can logic lly bel<f t uted to the

'provincial aid to independent 'schools.
.___///"

Our interview schedule included questions about,such things as what

prompted the decision, how long ago it was made, what sou s of informa-

tion were consulted; what information was obtained from those sources,

and how conveniently the school was located, among other matters.

Who Influenced the Choice?

Approximately 88 percent of our sample" indicated that there had been

discussion within the family concerning the choice of a school. There was

a non-significant correlation between the tendency to have such discussions

%

and the size of the fees'charged by the various groups of schools. Not

-

surprisingly, movers were more, likely to discuss the issue than starters.

Most often the. decision was made by both parents jointly, but when,

one parent predominated, it was more likelyto be the mother, most

especially in the choice of a Catholic school. The choice of a non.

sectarian independent schools however, was most likely to be made by. the_

father, perhaps becauti of a greater awareness of the a!vantages of

"connections."

The extent to which the child was involved in the decision varied

u.cectly with social class, as Figure 1 demonstrates. This variation is

11
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Lower 213=21 8'3%, n=24

Working 8.4% PWIIVA 15.4%, .

n=286

Lower Middle' 7.7% WAWA 15.0% n=248

Upper Middle 8.7% 4E6Warn 21.7% n=322

t 1 1 i

I III

0% '5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

child 2:3 child and parents

Chi2=21.11858 with 15 degrees of freedom. MPS;

Figure 1

Proportion of fa:ladies:allowing the child to
influence choice of school, comparing social ciassei

(n=total respondents to question in class.)

Independent
School Movers

Public School
Movers

Independent
School Starters

Public School
Starters

child .0! child and parents

Chi 73,87036 with 15 degrees of freedom; PACA001.

30%

30.0%

.40% 50%

Figure 2

. Proportion of families allowing the child to influenCe the

and

of school; comparing public and independent movers
and starters (n=tOtal respondents to question in category.)

n=239

n=214

n=152



a'reflection of well documented class differences. Kohn, for example, points

out that workinApclass families tend to raise their children with, the values

of neatness, obedience, and conformity, especially to external proscription.
5.

In this type of faMily setting, which has been called "adultcentered,0

-parents tend to make decisions for the children and expect'them to be obeyed.

In contrast4 the "adult-directed" upper-middle class values indepen-
,

dence and self- direction in its children more than it does obedience.? It

is not uncommon for Members of this class to consult even, young children

about decisions which affect them.8 Since they value education as a means

toward personal

other claw:: to

development and self - expression,. and tend more than any

"be deliberate and self7conscious about their choices,"9

what better way to maximize these'qualities than to involve the child in

a decision having far-reaching effects on his or her:development?

Perhaps also involved may be a greater awareness by high-stat:s-,par7

ents that:-any schools effectiveness is strongly influenced by the atti-

tudes that children bring with:them; if so, these parents may beinvOlving

,

their children in the choice ofa-school as.,A way of eliCiting commitment

-F,

to the school that is chosen.

The freqUent invOlViement of the child in the decision to move to a

public school is easy to explain (see Figure -2), since in many cases the

move would disrupt some of the child's friendships. But why should the

hild'-a involvement be linked more to public school choices than to inde-

'
.

,--
pendent school chOidas?.'One reason may tie 'that puhliC schools, being much

_. _ : ,
. ,

more'numerous than.Andependent schoola, enroll a far greater proportiOnof.

,school -age children and are located .closer to most ch-ildren's homes 9 and

thus are attended by most children's neighborhOod friends. One would



expect most children to want to attend the schools where .most of their

friends are foirad. Furthermore, as we shall see shortly, students who say

they_are.unhappy with their present school usually indicate that they han-

ker-for things most likely to be found in public schools, not independent.

schools--suCh as a wider range of courses, programs, or extracurricular

activities; less strict discipline; less academic pressure; and coeduca-
___

tional classes.

It-may also be true-that_parents_who themselves prefer public
elm

schools are more likely to make the choice indirectly, by letting the

child choose. These interpretations are merely possibilities,,not demOn-

strated by our data. They needfurther investigation.10

Gathering Information

Unlike discussion'ioithin the family, the tendency ,to discuss the
P

,

Matter outside the family varied sharply with social class (as indicated

by Figure 3),,,with,suchdiscussion becoming increasingly frequentat higher

class levels. This behavior was also closely associated with the type of

school chosen. The choice of a Catholic school was, least likely to, be

cussed outside the family,:and-the.choiceof a non - sectarian independent

school most likely. It appears reasonable to assume that; for many Catholic

families, the.choice,of a Catholic school'would be strongly a,..matter of

family tradition, requiring little outside. iscussiOn. In contrast,the

,high fees oharged .bythe non-sectarian echool.in'our sample seem to suggest

that parents choosing thisschool might be especially interested in assuring

themselves.that they.'were getting value for their investment. On the other

, .

hand, since:this sehoOl's patrons were overwhelmingly middle class, this
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Lower
n24

Working
n..28642.0%

Lower Middle
mm24943.8%

2

Upper Middle
50.3% n '.326

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Chi217.94600 With:3 degrees of freedom. p4=.0005

Figure 3

FrOportion ofq,Srents discussing decision with

persons outside thefamily, comparing social classes

(n -total respondents to question in category.)

relationship might be an artifact of class.. Not surprisingly, sleciSion

to tragasfer,wasdisOussed.far more often than an initial enrollment deCision.

;Whenever a parent said the choice of a school had been discussed out

side the fatally,. we asked who'outside thd family had been Ohnsulted. Of

the parents who responded to this question 50 percent said they had talked
, .

with parents who had children dn the school; Many (28A)ercent) also

talked with educdtors to get information on the decision. "These data are

summarized is Figure 4:
4P

We were interested to discover'that parents often said they talked
0
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People With Children
At the School 61.0% n=242

Others Not Classified n=132 r.

33.2%

Educators n=11128.0%

Religious Figures.. 3.5% n=14

Other Professionals 2.3% n=9

a a a

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 4

Proportion of parents mentioning .each type
of:person with whdi decision was discussed

.-(n =respondents mentioning this type of person. n=397)

Public

Catholic

Other Church

32.2% 1

25.2%

5:2%- 1

_Nonsectarian

0% 10% 20%

Figure5

n=174

[

'n=66

50.0%. 1 n=22

-I 1 .11

30% 40% 50%

`Proportion of,reipondents,who said that-

educators, comparing parents in four types

(n=total_respondents tc:luestiOn in category.)

talked with
of school...
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with educatorsin the schools their children nad left
(possibly

to confirm

that the child was not doing well, or that coitiono were
-4)t likely to

improve). However, there are important diffeslIcet
between patrons of 'the

various types of schools in the degree to which they cl°14t%ci educators,

as Figure 5 shows:

The extremes in t, distribution are to be
scr'sd. a parents who

selected the non-sectarian.independent's0001
were

far
more

likelY thetl any

others to choose the school for its acadeMiq 4u4iity, as a later section

of this report makes clear. It seems reasona'Ze to
assume tha educators

would be the people most likely to have reXiabl

aspec of a chool.

Infart.i°4 about that

On the other hand, those who chose the 13134%.Cativllic Fhurt h.:related

schools (the majority, Of which are Evangelic$1)1 have quite 4 different

approadh to the matter. They often transfer,t11qtr
children

out of public

schools in order tofprotect them from seculat influe¢ces Q ncomitent

educators
with that attitude may be a tensethatprofesai°k11 1.1

are usurping

the-(prerogatives of,tiga ,parents, espec a yisibe area ,o
f

;

moral
education and

may surreptitiously be alienating, these chilófell from Iheir
4

Any special professional competenceasserteby
lIrcf800.7nal educatorsy

.possibly be seen` by this.groupas an .ideology to juiitY'tiladsditl-on of
...,...

to turn to1.._ oth,.
Power: If so, these parents would be 3-i11,. ,

.

..

/.1

`:edudators foraavice aboutschoOls.'" We will attempt t"htsin data to
.

illuminate the several: aspects of. this point irl'ilitufe tu.04.es.

jhen weaskedwhether parents had been .I1?1_ enca'
A 1.1

"'
V

such public

school,
mass

-information sources as literature from the, media, and .

sermons or speeches in thurch, 185 parents raSDobded;
,

<.

As Figure 6 shows,

t
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Literature From
63.2%the School n=117

Friends and Relatives t 22.1/J n=42

Sermon or Speech n=3418:7571

News Media n=3016.2%1

Other n=20= 10.8%
i I 1

\

0% 20% 40% 60% 80; 100%

.;

Working:'

Lower Middle

Upper Middle

Figure 6

Propoition of respondents naming various
sourcesialuence on their school choice
(n=respondents naming'given,source. n=185)

r.

1.2.;:vArAcAtirdwardiro

16.3%
ArAw-aprAgrAMITS077.11

n=58

n=49

m=72

0% 40% .0% u% , 100%.

E] news media. Al ,sthool literature

Figure 7

. .Proportion of respondentsfrom threesotial ciaiSes
indicating influence-ff news_media:and literature from the school.

(n=total respondentsrtoquestit6 Lower, class omitted.)

'

rr

.7.
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of these; 63 percent said they had been influenced by school literature,

23 percent volunteered that they had been influenced by talks with friends

and relatives we had not specifically asked about this), 18 percent said

.

they had been influenced by a sermon or speech in church, and 16 percent

said they had been influenced .by the mass media.

The influence of school literature was inversely related to social

class, perhaps because higher-status parents are more wary of what schools

advertise about themselves. The influence of the mass media exhibited an

opposite relationship; parents of higher status used the media as a source

of information on which to base the choice of a school more than did par-

ents of lower status, as indicated in Figure 7. Many parents of children

in-Ohurch-related schools (30 to 33 percent) said they had been influenced

by a sermon or speech in church. Patroba of the. non-sectarian independent

achoOl,were more likely than patrons of other achoOls to have consulted

with.people-who had children In the school.

.

. .

.
,

There was a pronounced tendency for - Catholics who choseCatholic

schools to be inflUended'by public Information sources quite different. ,

.n' ,
.

.
_ .

.
, .

4,
.

from the 'sources that influenced Catholids in other schools', as indicated,

by:Table 1: Although the numbers aresmall,.the variations are quite
, e

. .

striking. :For example, CatholidS' in Catholic schools were much less

likely to have been influenced by school literature, possibly because

.
.

,Catholic schools infrequently distribute literature, about themselves..
. ,

.

Also, as anyone would-predict, Catholics-inLCatholic schools were much

more,likely to have been influenced by'serMons and-speechea.inohurch".

,.

Theie is a noteworthirelatiOnshipbetween"the tittedbf schol,'eeven-

tually chosen and-the condUitAd information from which oneAs willing to
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Table 1 :

Proportion of Catholic. Parents 'Naming Various Sdurces

of Influence on their School-Choice

Source

CATHOLICS All
Others.

% (n)
In Catholic Schools

% (n)

In Other Schools
% (n)

News media 36.8 (14) 9.7 (3) 8.8 (10)

School literature 42.1 (16) 93.5 (29) 63.2 (72)

Sermon or speech 39.5 (15) 0.0 (0)' 16.7 (19)

Friends and
relatives 13.2 (5) 12.9 (4) 28.9 ( 3 3 )

Other 5.3 (2) 12.9 (4) 12.3 (14)

TOTALS 38 31 114

. . Titlire--:2-__

SourCes- of, Influence' dii 'School Choi ce;-7

Comparing Parents in*FOUr Types of SChool

Source Public

Z (n)

. Catholic
'% '(n)

Other
Church
% , (a)

Nonsectarisn
% , .(n)

, p .

News media '7.9 -(6) ,'' 32.0 (16) 15.6 (7) 7.1- .(1).

- , .

School 0.
. .

,literature 73.7 (56) ,52.0, (26) 53.3 (24) 78.6 (11)

Sermon or .

spee,ch . 5.3 (4) 30.0 (15) 33.3 (15) , 0.0 (0)

it 'N

Friends and
relatives

.

25.0

,

(19) ,

J

20.0 (10) 17.8 (8) 35.7 (5)

Other 17.1 (13) 4.0 (2)4 12.5 (5) 0.0 (0)

TOTALS

=

76 , , 50 40 14

[
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accept influence7-as-Tahle 2-demonstrates.

Three quarters of the parents with children in schools with church

affiliation (both public and independent) cited literature from 'schools,

whereas only half of those with children attending church - related schools

were influenced by this typeof material. Many of those in church-related

.

schools were influenced by a sermon or speech in church. Those in non-
..

Catholic churCh-related schools were least likely, and those in the non-

sectarianindependent school most likely, to consult with friends and

relatives.

.Perhaps the latter,contrast reflects the tendency of those in the

higher strata to have., access to more social networks .than others, and

that of the Prangeliqals to be wary of those who do not share their religi-

ous convictions.

*overt differed.notably from starters in the sAirces they consulted .

for infOrmation about schoOls- Movers-in general were much more likely

than starters to` be influenced. by school literature, public school moirers

more so than independent schoOl:movdrs.,-IndePendent school starters were

considerably less. likely than theothers to have been influenced. by'litera7

.d,
ture from the school;,. paying more attention to sermons or speeches. Pub,

,

most:lie school starters were the group most likely to be influenced by-friends
.

and relatiVes, and independent-school starters the group most likely to be

influents by the news media.
,

One w expectmoVers to consult sources different from those.
r . ,

sought out by ters., MOVers were going through-thaSelection process

a second time, probab'l>y because-they were unhappy 'With their first choice.

Thus, theymight be inclined to seek out soUrcesof information other than
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-thoie hat, theiiti--f-ChoTEe:--The-Ciatars

that independent school_ starters (all of whom in oar
sampl churtx....

related schOtid first ohose the school on advice fro° r.91.-tbious sources.

..

top

,

. .

,

When some fo d the results less than satisfactory, for whktever
reasons

they sought an that s chooi... Perhaps, therefore, the ectN search for

---..-

alternative acCou ts fot the fact. that the movers, a0d the
P
ohli° school

'----,,.._.----` , literatu
movers in particular, were strongly inclined to consult s i

goo.1-
t

Other Aspecps of the Process

As the work Retbert
Simon would lead one to Predlt

few Pliz:eut6.

in the sample scanned the horizon broadly for alternOtivee bef6resl'eting

,.nertere of the sample considered
re than12

a school. over three '0.111° - 'two
si

schools when maiciiig theft decision. parents s.eleoting
ed

. schools

were more 1ikely to h5v s considered three schoOls or more were pstISnts

who Selected either Public. schOols or the non -sectarian depenae¢t
"school..,

Except for the. faot'tilAt low er -class parentsWere Tote ltkw.y 0107:thds

hie1.4" strata 0 eonSidatInaione achoolat
1114t their 611"-Os;

. ,

.

there were'no.ilotOle social class':differences ,in the .dumber of sell9P4'
.

considered. ''his
tendency of most parents to consider (1111 cno

or two

schools at a time P,3r Also help:to acCount for,tho're-'14a4C (.)0
school, : ,

A

iiteratureby abveri.

'It,sees reasonable to:aasume that Torethe
importatt.

e
0:4ecision

considered, the more advance planning it .will
Parents oOns,

sidera4 the choicO:of 3 seg001 to be of great mooantt one eight anticipate

that delib etations would begin Well in advance.. Our data
on.

erte7P°14).

osiult st;seconks

indicate *at,,not,surr. moVers who were 'ehool)
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had made the decision later than.starters. Independent school starters

were most likely to make the decision furthest in advance.

Regarding the four .types of schools in our sample, those.who chose

public schools 'were most likely to leave the decision until the beginning

ofthe school year, although feW waited so long. The majority reached a

-decision between the previous Christmas and the summer. Catholic school

parents-were somewhat more forethoughted. Those choosing the non-

sectarian school were earliest in their decision, as Figure 8 demonstrates.-

'Since all those in our sample who chose this school, were, due to a proCe-
,'

dural quirk, movers, this suggests that many must have been on awaiting'

liai.

.C."Do All Parents GiveEqVal Attention to School _.Selection?

One important question askedof all respOndentsvasi "If you could

,
17.

send.(64.10 to and .school in your area, is (present school) the .one you

would choose,,or have you given the Matter much thought ?" Those who re-

Plied that they hadn't giVen'the matter much thought wetermed."unthinking.

(The rest, the "thinking" respondents, were'divided into "satisfied" and

"frustrated" groups, depending on whether theirchild was in the school of

their choice.) Unfortunately, due to a procedural error, we do not have

complete data concerning the unthinking starters.

Table 3compares the,thinking and unthinking respondents' choices

of schools. It is important to mote that, since.our sample is not a

population= sample, thefiiures,dO not reflect the'population as awhole.

To .be more apecific,jf'the difference between the thiUking and the un7

thinking were a matter of chance, we would expect that abOut half of each



Public

Catholic

"Nonsectarian

LATE EARLY

=2=2 9=27Z2207.3%
8.1%

5.7%

12/4277:11

0% 20% 40% H 60x

beginning of 1978

school,

Chit=82.61,0: with 15, degr

80%

91r, between Christmas
1977' and beginning,

of, 'school year

_

ees- of freedoM.

Figure 8 ,f

years
before or
more

iroprortion.sOf parents Malq.ng eirIYan, late School,

seleCtiOns,,..coMparingfOUf types of sOhOolls-.

(Estotal respondents to. titivation in category:)

at
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. Table J
Type of School Chosen by Thinking and Unthinking Respondents

Type ofSChool Unthinking
(n)

Thinking
% (n)

Public 90.5 (124) 43.1 (366)

Catholic 8.0 (11) 36:6 (311)

Other church 1.5 (2) 16.3 (138)

Non-sectarian.
independent, 0.0 (0) 4.0 (34)

TOTALS 137 849

group would have chosen public schools (since half of.our respondents'were

,
., .

drawn from public schools;); and the rest, various types of independent

school..* In fact,: he unthinking disproportionately chose public schools.

ThiS.by no means should be interpreted al-a slur on the public schooli

A public school is in fladt.the-leastrproblematid- and easiest of all the,

possible choices. It involves no financial outlay; it is the type of

School Chosen by the majority; attandance'iiin.keeping witIrthedemocra7

. tic ideal .latiereAs the other choices. are regarded by many People aselit-

.

ist. Further, public schools are provided by the province and are avail-
,

',able to Al.- It would be quite'surprising if those who gave little thought
.

.to
-.

Selecting schools for their.children chose anything.but a public school.
.,,

On the other hand, the tendency formore..of the unthinkingto choose

lic schools may -,identify, ,a,handicap under which pubiid schools are.forced

to operate. If serioustparental thought about;and involvement in, a

school is an important faCtor in a school's success, then by making public
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schools easy for paients to select (by removing all of the monetary costs)

and. p4re accessible to parenti who are not inclined to take education

seriously,, governments in many paits of the world may have helped make.suc-

cess more difficult to achieve for public schools.

Parents who said they had nit given much thought to their choice o

a chooy turned out to be different from thinking parents in numerous re-

sp cts. As compared with the thinking, the unthinking, according to our

data, were:
- -..

(a) much more likely. to,send their children to public Schools,
.

dt.,(b) more likely to be m hers of .the working class,

;0, more likely to have' ue collar occupations,

(d) torelilselyif mothers, to be keeping:houSe rather than

workiliNg outside the home,

. .

-(e)..less likely to haVe experienced any postsecondary:schooling,
or even to have finished secondary school,

(f) more likely to have been educated' exclusively in public schools,

(g) less like) to have diScusSedthe choice of a school with

someone ou side the family, . .

,
) mice as likely to have let the child influende the

a school,

choice of

(i) more likely ,to have considered,. only one school,

(j) far more likely to have sent(th child to the school that most

of the child's.friends attended,

(k) more likely to:have left the choice of a school to-a point

' -flier the beginning of the school term, and

(1) much iort'likely to explain their choice in terms of con-,

-lnience or the Chiles own pl;,eference.

The rE /its of this analysis give edditiOnal.support toour hypothe

s that social class is a strong deterMinarit of the exercise-4 parental.
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choice of where children will be educated.

When examined together with the,Social class data:for each type of

.
.

-schodl, the difference between thinking and unthinking parents makes it

even more evident that parents from higher social classes are more likely

to /an 'toward independent.schools. Over 90i,ercent. of parents:in our

sample, in each type of independent school, had thought abqut the selec-

tion of their child's school and had been able to enroll their child in

the school that was their first choice. Only 57 percent of publi school

parents reported that they had thought about the matter and thA they were'

satisfied with their choice.

4

One tentative conclusion we can draw from these data, therefore, is

14,

that those parents whoC.668e to send'their children'to independent schools,

especially-hose parents who transfer their children from public to-indepen-

6.'

.

4
. ,

dent schools, do so because their, higher social standing enables them to
-,

,
be more aware of alternatives to public education.andallows them to feel

. .

. -

that-independent-schooling is an accessible type of education for their

child.

-0

A. direct question concerning the influence of B.C.'s program of aid
o

to independent schools elicited an overwhelming 96:4 percent response to

r,

V

D. Effects of Aid.on Choice

the effect that the aid program did not influence the decision. This-re-

sponse is probably an accurate reflection of reality, since the Aid had
1

begun only a monthbefore the child en Were enrolled. n the Ifhools in

ii
question. Many parents made tht r decisions considerably before the start

of, school, and thus could not have been influenced by the program. .Those

.41
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who were aware of the program at the time of decidion would not have been

in a position to predict its consequences.

We attempted to ascertain the effect that the aid might have in the

future, in case it were used either to reduce independent school fees or

to prevent fee increases. When we asked whether independent school patrons

were actually paying fees, only 10 ofthe 472 parents responding to the

question said they were not. Of all patrons responding to a further ques-

tion, 40 percent said they found the fees to be a considerable burden.

The proportion of parents complaining of the burden varied by school type

and was directly related to the magnitude of the fees charged by each

? school type.

When we asked whether independent school patrons would reconsider

their choice of an independent school if fees were increased by $200 per

year, $350 per year, or $500 per year, ihe results were as follows:

Approximately one-third of the parents said they would reconsider their

decision to patronize an independent school if costs increased by $200 per

year, another third said they would reconsider if costs-were increased by

$350 to' $500 per year, and the remaining third said they would not recon-

,-

.

.:sider.even if costs. were increased as much. ad $500 per year as indicated-

'in ColuMn 1 of Table 4.

There were notable differences between different types of schools.

Twenty-one. of the 30 non-settarian schoOl parents (70 percent) said they

would not reconsider given any of these increases. The magnitude of such

increases, however, is not 'arg^ in proportion to current tuition fees in

that school.

Parents of Catholic school children, who paid the lowest fees, were

28
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Table 4

Who Would Reconsid er Decision
Comparing TypeS Of Schools

AqN.we Tot4.l Catholic

(11.) (n)

37'

$14i

$5014 0'8 69.6

17'2 c147) 30.4

e 395
% 4t 0014 I

yea

54.4
3.47)

(68)

43.2

61.5

(33)

.00 to

reconsider
f3/4k 1 It

olge .

Aerce.°
/0tto

would reconsider

if Costs'

Other.ChUrOh Non-sectarian

(n) Z (n)

(111)

(47)

(21)

(78)

28.7

48.1

55.8

44.4

257

if confronted

108

with a $200 per

increased from 43.2

30

year increase, and

percent to 61.5 per-

611k Ole 15t SpectlYS increase was $350. A. bit over a quarter of the

relatedwted 0chool parents indicated they would reconsider at
$200,

°114
1440.6;

Dalt
1,kluid lit $350. At each level, Catholic Sch0O1 parents were

Olp%1, to
reconsider,%consider, and non - sectarian school parents

1071t1.
vol ' qchutel --schoo-6 Parents falling in between. Note that the percen-4 e

takes ario 4. etime table cumulative.

there Seale to be a direct

4% dOe4%
41110' to reconsider given an increase in costs on the one hand,

0)44 0,o

the the increase to the current tuition, on

Oth

least likely,

and Cons istent relationship between

the other.

A.oufl"' bias roil by income (see Table 5), to see whether income

cil,°%.%h.Aae in the point at which a parent would reconsider.
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Table 5

Proportion of Parents Who Would Reconsider if Costs
Went Up, Controlling for Income,

Increase
Income

$9,999 & Under

%
(n)

Income
$10,000-$19,999

% (n)

Income
$20,000 & Over

% (n)

Total

% (n)

$200 47.6 (10) 44.0 (51) 21.0 (37) 31.3 (98)

$350 61.9 (3) 63.8 (23) 35.8 (26) 47.9 (52)

$500 61.9 (0) 69,8 (7) 56.0 (35) 61.3 (42)

NO 38.1 (8) 30.2 (35) 44.0 (78) 38.7 (121)

TOTALS 21 116 176 313

% of yes cumulative

Not surprisingly, it did. The few low income respondents were quite simi-

lar to the middle income respondents in the probable dropout rate at each

level of cost increase. Fewer high income respondents, however, would re-,-

AleJ
,"

consider giv n a $200 per year increase. Reconsideration given increases
I.

\-
between $200 tan& $350 was about the same as in the other income groups end

at $500 was onsiderably greater. However, even given A $500 increase, a

.

-lower proportionof the high, ncome group than of the other groups would

reconsider.
\

In addition to investigating how parents chose schools, we sought to.

discover why they piffetred the varloug.sChools they selected. The bulk

of our: information on this subject comes from responses to the following
\

E. What Parents.Looked For
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questions:

Movers wereaiked,'":What are the main reasons whyyou are sending

(this child) to (this school)?"

Starters were asked, "What are the main reasons why you prefer

(naMe of school) to otherschooliin this area ?"

Interviewers were instructed,ta probe for up to fiVe responses and record

them verbatim. By asking these open-ended questionsnear the beginning of

the telephone interviews, we were able to elicit reasons from parents be-

fore presenting any material which might bias the responses.
G

The responses were then coded into one of 147 categories designed to

capture all the nuances of the data. In order to facilitate analysis, how-

ever, these categories were collapsed into a simpler and more comprehensi-

ble system of 16 categories--; using criteria of logical consistency.
13

The.Coding system was. not, to determine which of a parent's

reasons was most important, but rather,. to'capture the several reasons of

concern to parents. Therefore, the analysis that follows is based on the

first three issues mentioned.

Independent Schools

Quite consistently, the reasons most frequently giVen for choosing

an independent rather than a pUblid school were, in the following orderl

(a) that the school, teachers, parents,,,or students were more religious

or spiritual; (b) that discipline was superior; and (c) that the academic

quality was suPerior. Since, however, all but one of the independent

schools in bur sample are church-related, the first reason may be an

artifact of the sample.
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e

Table 6 distinguishes between respondents from public, Catholic, and

non - Catholic church - related schools, and the one non-sectarian independent

school. As can readily be seen; the reasons for choosing different types

of independent schools are quite varied. A graphic presentation of thevaried.
T.

most prominent reasons given by parents for choosing each type of school

appears in Figure 9.

Our data demonstrate that religious elements were most prominent in

the choice of church-related schools. On the other hand, they were not

mentioned at all as reasons for choosing the non-sectarian school. In-

deed, religion was mentioned more often as a reason for choosing a public

school than for choosing this school.

Also noteworthy is. the fact that-religion far outstrips other reasons

for.chobsing the non-Catholic church related'schools, where it is nearly

matched by discipline as a reason for choosing a-Catholic school. This

less marked tendency of those.Choosing Catholic schools to mention reli-

gion may be related to'Vatican II.and associated influences, which raised

much confusionand dissension among Catholics as to.the religious value--

of a Catholic school. Thus, there may be a much greater tendency than

there once was for. Catholics to choose Catholic schools for reasons

'

other than religion.
14

In contrast, virtually all respondents from the non-sectarian school

mentioned aspects of strict discipline, placing this factor first for this

school. A strong second is the area of superior academic or teaching

quality, with "other" reasons third.

The reasons given for selecting this school reflect an accurate per-,

ception of the school's qualities. It is one of very few such schools in

32



, Table 6

Reasons for Preferring Different pes of Schools.

Reason Public

r

Catholic

Other

Church'

----T-T"--.--------tg,4
Nonsectarian Tqependent

% (n) % (n) 1 (n) Z (n) 2 (n)

------------....---------

Academic/Teaching

Quality 15.9 (64) 32.4 (104) 18.4 (26) 61.8 (21) 30.4 (151)

Teacher dedication 1.7 (7) 5.9 (19) 9.2 (13) 2.9 (1) 6.7 (33)

Wider range of pro-

grams/activities 10,4 (42) 1.9 (6) 0.0 (0) 2.9 (1) 1.4 (7)

Small, individual

attention 6,0 (24) 21.8 (70)' 9,9 (14) 17.6 (6) 18,1 (90)

Strict discipline 17.9 (72) 51.4 (165) 42.6 (60) 85.3 (29) 51.2 (254)

Religion,

spirituality 1,1 (6) 52.6 (169) 71.6 (101) 0.0 (0) 54,4 (270)

Better atmosphere 7.2. (29) 10.3 (33) 16.3 (23) 2.9 ^(1) 11.5 (5,)

Congruentwith home 3.2 (13) 8,1 (26) 9.9 (14) 0.0 (0) 8.0 (40)

Enabling features 12.2 (49) 9.3 (30) 6.4 (9) 11.8 (4) 8.7 (43)

Family tradition 8.7 (35) 9.7, (31) 1.0,6 (15) 17.6 (6) 10,5 (52)

Child prefers school 13.,4 (54) 3,11'(10) 9.9 (14) 1 2S (1) 5.0 (25)

Closer, more

convenient 43.9 (177) 8.1 (26) 1,4 (2) 0.0 (0) 5.6 (28)

Less costly 11.9 (48) 1.2 (4) 0.7 (1) 0.0 (0) 1.0 (5)

Within district 3.5 (14) 0.3 (1) 0.0 (0) 0,0 (0) 0,2 (1)

Reasons beyond

family control

,

18.6 (75) 2.5 (8) 0.7 (1) 5.9' (2) 2,2 (11)

Other 21.6 (87) 14.3 (46) 14.2' (20) 52,9 (18) 16.9 (84)

TOTALS 403 321 141 34 496

% based on respondents
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the area. SchOols of-this type .have high fees, and are quite selective in

their, admissions policies, striving for a student body with high academic,

13Otential. Their programia_college'preparatory.. Most of them are" board-

ins schools, and require their students to wear uniforms.

Although no parent stated such a reason for.selecting-this sChool,

these.schools havean important latent function in providing "connections"
o

for the youngsters., which will prove invaluable when they reach adulthood .

and enter key positions in the povince, in government and, business.

Returning-to the church-related schools, 4e. find notable differences

between the two types. Catholic schools are chosen for a number of rea-

sons suggesting academic strength. While religion was mentioned by about
5

half the Catholic schoql parents, so was strict discipline. Academic

quality and the presumed benefits of small size (which are thought to

enhance-academic achievement) were the third and fourth most prominent

reasons for preferring Catholic schools. This combination suggests that,-

while religion is important to.parents of Catholic SchoOl children, so is

a desire that the children do well in school.

Religioni however, is even more important to those-who choose other

church-relSted schools than it is\to CatholiC schqol parents, if one can

judge from the fact that 71.6 percent of the parents patronizing this type

of school mentioned it. Discipline and\acadetic quality are mentioned by

these parents second and third most often but not nearly as frequently as

they are mentioned by CatholiC4school parents.\ Moreover; a better strops-
:

phere .which implies a concern with the moral and\social.climate rather

than academic achievemefit is mentioned fourthniOst often by patrons, of

this type of school.
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In sum, one gets the impression that the morally'safe atmosphere

religious schoolS provide is somewhat more important to those. who choose

,.
nonCatholio schools than td tho4 wio ch64se Catholic schools. Catholic

schools in contrast, are chosen somewhat more often for their ability to

'promote academic achievement.

This hypothesis is corroborated by data.on non-Catholics who chose

CaAliolic schools, asTahle 7 demonstratet. The'columns.in this table are

not, mutually exClusive. " The first and fifth columns, showing the response

rates of Catholic school and public school parents, are the same as in

Table*6. . Columns 2 and 4 combined comprise all those in our smile iden-

tifYini.themselves as Catholics, while columns 2 and 3 represent all

:Catholic'school respondents. Many of the Catholics in column 4 are also

public school respondents tabulated in column 5.

The data suggest that the non-Catholics who chose'Catholid schools

did so-for rather different reasons than the CatholicS who chose those

schools Strict discipline; while important to both groups was far more

important to the non-Catholics. Indeed, it was a reason given by over

60 percent, of non-Catholics for choosing a Catholic school, the most

prominent by far. In contrast, only about half of the Catholics choosing

these schools mentioned discipline, whereas 64.2 percent named religious

reasons. The reason given second most often by non-Catholics 'was academic

quality,' whereas this was third for Catholics, mentioned by only two-thirds

as many (proportionally). Small size was a fairly prominent reason in

both groups, and non-Catholics mentioned aspects of plant and administration

(coded here as "enabling features") considerably more often than Catholics

did. In sum, non-Catholics who favor-Catholic schools apparently see these



Table 7,,

Reasons Catholics and Non-Catholics Choose Catholic Schools;

Reasons Catholics Choose Non4atholic Schools

4sleason

!

All. Catholic

School (

Respondents

% (n)

'Catholics in
Catholic

Schools

% (n)

' Catholics in

, Other

Schools

% '(n)

Non-Catholics

in Catholic

Schools

% (n)

,,

All Public'
, School,

Respondents

% . (n)

Academiceaching

Quality

Teacher dedication

Alder
"I" i)f Pill.gramiactivities

Somuseltli,tiltdividual

Strict discipline

Religion,

spirituality'

Setter etmosphere

Congruent With hone

Enabling features

Tinily tradition

Child prefers

school ,

closer, lore
convenient

Len costly

Within district

Reasons beyond

family control

Other

32.4

5..9

1.9 9

21.8

51.4,

52.6

10.3

8.1

9.3

9,7

3,1

8.1

1.2

0.3

2,5

14,3

(104)

,;(19)

(6)

'' (70)

(165)

(169)

(33)

(26).

(30).

(31)

(10)

(26)

(4)

(1)

(8)

(46)

28.8

:4'5,0

2'.l

'21.7

48.3

64,2

9.6

7,9

7.5

11.7

4.2

.8.3

'0.8

0.0

2.5

14.2

(69)

112)

'(5)

(52)

(116)

(154)

(23)

(19)

(18)

(28)

(10)

(20)

(2)

(0)

(6)

(34)

.

43.2

8.6

1,2

22,2

60,5

18.5

12.3

8.6

14.8

3,7,

0.0

7,4

2.5

1,2

2.5

4.8

(35)

(7)

(1)

(18)

(49)

(15)

(10),,

(7)

(12)

(3)

(0).

(6)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(12)

9'.9

,1,4

14.8

4,2

254

1.4

9.9

3,5 °

8.5

8.5

15.5

46.5

116.

3.5

17.6

19.7

(14)

(2)

(21)

(6)

(30)

(2)

(14)

(5)

(12)

(12)

(22)

(66)

(15)

(5)

(25)

(28) '

15,9

,

1.7

10,4

6.0

17,9

1.5

7,2

3.2

12,2

8.7

13,4-

43,9

11.9

3.5

o .

18.6

21.6

. (64)

.-7)

(42)

(24)

(72)

(6)

(29)

(13)

(49)

(35)

(54)

(177)

(48)

(14)
.

(75)

'(87)

TOTALS 321. 240 81 142 403

4
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STRICT DISCIPLINE

ACADEM% I 28.8%

cMALL I 21.7t

1
48.3%

64.2%

STRICT DISCIPLINE 1 60.5%

ACADEMIC 1 43.2%

SMALL 1 22.2%

I RELIGION, SPIRITUALITY 18.5%

1.ENABLING'FEATURES 14.8%

CONVENIENCE 1 46.5%

I STRICT DISCIPLINE 25.4 %.

FBEXOND CONTROL 17.6%.

CHILD PREFERS *15.5% .

WIDER RANGE 14.5%

20% . 40%

Figurej0-

Most prOminent reasons for choosing a Catholic
school, :comparing, 4tholics and non-Catholics;'
reasons Caiholics choose non-iCatholicSchools
'(n- total - respondents to question in'citegory.)
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schools as academically superior, well-disciplined, and well-run schools.

The fourth most prominent reason for non - Catholics was religion.

This suggests that many of these respondents felt a Catholic school was

preferable.to a secular public school, because it is preferable to have

tsome religibusatmosphere in one's child's school than none, even if the

religion is not one's own.

(One alternative possibility shoUld also be noted. Since we asked

for the respondent's religious preference, rather than the family's, some

of the "non-Catholics" in the Catholic schools may be married to Catholics,

and committed to raising their children in the Catholic faith.)

It is also' notable, that none of the non-Catholics choosing Catholic

schools-did 'so because of the child's preference.for that type of school,

and, less Surprisinkly that considerably fewer non-Catholics than Catholics

-chose these schools for reasons having to. do with family tradition.
0

In contrast, Catholics who chose non-Catholic schools gave very dif-
.:

ferent reasons for their choice. Their pattern of preferences is similar

to that of public school parents as a group (which should not be surprising,

.since many 0 this group in fact enrolled their children in public schools).

Public_chOols

Public school parents gave quite .different reasons for their choice

of school. Most frequently given was that'the school is blosebybr.con-

venient. Because of our coding system, however, such responses may indicate

that,. having decided on public school for. whatever reasons, the one

thehe parents:actually patronized was the one in whose attendance district

they resided.
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Other reasons not classified were next most frequently given. Among

the reasons nampd by over 15 percent of public, school parents, were reasons

beyond their control (implying perhaps that another school was preferred),

and the strict discipline and high academic quality mentioned by the inde-

pendent school parents.

There was much greater agreement among independent school parents

than among public school parents as to the reasons for selecting a school.

The two aspects of a school mentioned most often by independent school par-

ents as reasons for their choice, religion and strict discipline, were both

mentioned far more often than any reason for choosing a public school. Pub-

lic school responses were more varied. This suggests the possibility that

one of the strengths of public schools may be their heterogeneity.

Variations by Social' Class

The reasons given by parents for choosing schOols of different type's

were not associated With social class to any marked degree. Both when par-,

ents'in various social strata were compared and when social class groups, and

school types were considered simultaneously, the.most striking result was the

lack of association between'parents' reasons and social class.

Using socioeconomic measures other than social class, there was a

definite tendency for a desire for strict discipline to vary directly with

status. This appeared most:clearly relative to income. However, since the

working class respondentsAn our sample tended to have high incomes, there

may. not be any contradictioii.with our social class data, which .showed-no

such tendency.

There was virtually no variation by social class in the reasons for
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Reasons. for Transferring a Child

We compared movers and starters, to see whether.there was any evidence

that would illuminate the reasons parents chose to transfer a child from one

type. of school to another. Since, in our coding system, anything that movers

said' about their.old-school was.coded in reference. to their preferred school,

We cannot infer directly froth.this body of data anything about the actual'

reason the movers decided to change schools. However, some reasons for

.changing schools can be inferred from data collected on the process of

choosing.

Although. twice as many movers as starters said that they made their

Choice in response to an event, only 35.5 percent of the movers indicated,

that they were'so prompted, and there was a considerable variation as to the

nature of-the event that prompted the choice. We also know, however, that

many more movers than starters, when asked how the Child,was involved in the

decision, indicated either that the choice was the child's, or that the

choiCe was made by the parents on the basis of the child's preference. Of

.the movers who Answered'thisquestion, 26.9 percent gave such a response,

compared with.15.3 percent of the starters.

Some reasons for. transferring a child from one type of school to another

can be inferred from the reasons for choice given more frequently by movers

than by starters, which can be observed in Table 8. (These are not neces7

sarilythe reasons given most ftequently by eithei subsample, which .are the

same a' those for the whole'sample, though not necessarily in the. same order',

. and w ch. are displayed in.Figure 11.) SPecifically,' desire fot a wider

range of programs, the child's preference for the new school, and lower

cost were all named by as Pleast 6 percent *Ore movers than starters

44
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Table 8

Reasons for Preference, Comparing Movers and Starters

ar

Reason Movers
(n)

Starters
(n)

Adademic/teadhing quality.

Teadher dedication

Wider range of programs/
activities

21.1

3.0

8.1

(104)

(15)

(40)

27.3

6.1

2.2

(111)

(-25)

(9)

Small, indiVidual attention 10.0 (49) 16.0 (65)

Strict discipline 38.0 (187) 34.2 (139)

Religion, spirituality 20.9 (103) 42.5 (173).

Better atmosphere 7.7 (38) 11.8 (48)

Congruent with home. 3.3 (16) 9.1 (37)

Enabling features 10.2 (50) 10.3 (42)

Family tradition 8.3 (41) 11.3 (46)

Child prefers school 12.6 (62) 4.2 (17)'

Closer, more convenient 23.6 (116) 21.9 (89)

Less costly 10.2 (50) 0:7 (3)

Within-distritt- 1.8 (9) 1.5 (6)

Reasons beyond family
control 14.0 (69) 17.9 (73)

Other 21.1 (104) 18.1 "'-(74)

TOTALS 492 407

%'based-on respondents



Movers

(ni.492)

Starters

(n..407)
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STRICT DISCIPLINE' 38.0%

1 CONVENIENCE 23.6%

ACADEMIC1 21.1%

i RELIGION, SPIRITUALITY 20.9%

jausannespluliuthY 42.5%

STRTrT ntqrTPIThE 34.2%

ACADEMIC 1 27.3%

[CONVENIENCE 21.9%

0%' 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 11

Most prominent reasons for choosing a
School,comParing maveri,andstarters

In.total respondents to Auestion in nstegory0

(though none was t ned by more than 12 percent of either subsample).

These patterns are easily Understood.

When Onestaria a child in school, one doesn't necessarily know what

aspect of school will be most salient lor that child. ThUs4;first choices

of schoolmay be made'on the basis of what:mightbe called convictions, such

AS a de sire thatA*S'sChild haVe religious training appropriate o one's

faith. (Thisposeibilityis supported by the -fact that twice as many

starters as movers mentioned religion as a reason for their selection.) How.,

ever, once the child

shemaY find. the school lacking in some resPecta, This may account.

the greater tendency mention:both.the:Uhild's preference and

Rif 4L41v -; ,



the desire for a wider range of programs. Given the nature of, the responses

that were coded into the latter:oategory,:such a response may simply mean

that the child' showed a strong interest in a particular subject area or

activity that the former School did not provide. .

We surmise that the decision.to change schools because of cost may re-

flect a situation in which a family,' caught in an inflationary spiral, finds
I .

that it can no longer'devoteits discretionary income to nonpublic education.

This does not necessarily indicate a lack of concern with education.

Looking at the other side of the coin, reasons named by at:least

6 percent more starters than movers include religion (ail noted), academic

quality, and small size. The latter two, reasons resemble religion as a

-reason in that they may well reflect general attitudes concerning education,

without referenee'ito the needs of a particular child. Other things being

equal, one wants a. quality education for one's child, and there is a widely

held belief that smaller classes and greater individualattention are more

conducive to learning. It is only when other things are not equal that

other factor's becol- important and one contemplates a change.

Data on movers an' starters were also controlled by socioeconomic

Variables, but these analyses produced no consistent results.

What Students Consider Important:

Finally, we examined some data:from an earlier survey which:we con -

dUCted in the spring of 1978. In that survey, students were asked to reply

"True" or "False" in response to the assertion, "I Often wish I could` be in-

another school." Some 40 perCent of, independent school students and 25.per-

cent of public school students responded affirmatively. Tbe stUdents.who



.respondedaffirmatively-(that.they did often want t in another school),

were then asked to indicate, in their own words, 'why they felt that way.'

The students' reasons for wanting a particular school (or type of school)

are quite different from those-givemby parents.

While :a: notablepropOrtionof students (especiallygMose in public

schools) complained that some other school would be superior academically,

a nearly equal number (especially in independent schools) complained that

their schools were too academic, maintaining:too much pressure for grades

or assigning work that was too hard. There is some likelihoOd, then, that

the. very schools which many parents prefer for academic reasons are the

schools that. students regard as burdensome,

Avider range of subjects, more activities, or more specialized. sUb-.

jects, were desired by a'largeproportion.of:the students, especially stu-

dents (over 40 percent of those wanting to leave) in:independent secondary

schools. Parents did not Mention -these.concerns nearly so frequently.

. In the matter of discipline,, toe, Many.students may be in overt .or

Covertdisagieement with.' their, A fairly.large percentage of-inde-

Axtendent schoolStudents who wantecLto.leavejelt the discipline in dieir.-

schools was too strict. 'A' fes additional students complained that the:At7

tOsphere was too religioue:.
17'7\

Another contern'abOtitVhich:parents and:students differedwas'the

-.-.sizeof the echoOl.- Parenisteaded.toprefer:smallschools,,scvtiat4*

dents could receive more individual.attentiohA .

hand indicated that they-would';piefer a larger school,.

new. people, enjoy a wider rangeef.prOgrama,'ind avoid. overcrowding.

hidcOmplaints about their schools'

that they'.Could

"f7
't .6 d
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tmosphete, ranging from things such as a lack of caring by the teachers,.

to.boredom, to displeasure with the dress code. Quite a few secondary in-

dependent students would have preferred a coeducational school. Other

matters voiced by the students included a dedite to'attend school-with_

their friends, a wish for new experiences,:a dislike of the teachers, and a

lack of .adequate facilities orof good organization.

F. Conclusions and Implications

In the passages that follow, our interpretations are limited to broad'

issues and themes,, with special emphasis on the implicationS of our evidence

for British Columbia's aid to independent schools.

We begin by stressing several generally overlooked differences among

independent schools of'vailouS types, along with some implications of those

differences. , With that necessary backdrop, we addresevthemajor purpose. of

all our British ColUtbia wOik-to assess: the discernable and preditable ef-

fecis of aid to independent schools. 11.nally,.we.discuss the. research that

remains to'be done. on the'decisionmskinghf parents as they chooie-schoola

for theirchildren, in the context of B.C.'s,aid to independent schools.'li

Differences Among Independent Schools

Regardless of one's attitude toward aid to independent schools, thought

and discussion on the topic will bemore informed if differences among inde-

pendent schools are kept inmind.:: Some are church - related, and some nOn-

.sectarian. Their fees differ across a wide range. .Their patrons are

attracted for different reasonsi come frat different social classes and

probably would be affected in different degrees by changes in tuition.

,Their patrons describe them 'with notableconsistehcy, as displaying
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different patterns of strengths and relative weakness; in fact, they may be

more heterogeneous as a group than public schools. The known bias in our

sample does not seem likely to have distorted evidence of these differences.

It is interesting to observe one specific finding in this connection:

Catholic leaders have often asserted that their schools serve roughly the

4

same socioeconomic range of families that pUblic schools serve. Data from

the present study are much in line with that assertion. HOWeVer, we might

have found more striking social class differences between public and Catholic

schools if we had not been prevented from including prban public schools in

the sample.

Consequences Of Aid to Independent Schools

Virtually all parents in our independent school sample asserted that

aiii:to independent schools had nothing to do with'their choice of a school-v..

.

Thai-is not, surprising, because the very first aid was transmitted'to inde-

_pendent schools in August, 1978, less than a month before these patents en-

rolled their children in the schools discussed in this report.Many parents

-had selected the schools many months earlier. The people who made their

choices at the last-minute would probably have been unaware both of the

magnitude of the aid (it turned on; to average approximately $560 per pupil

in the first year, but rumors had mentioned many figures higher and lower

than that), .and they certainly in virtually all'cases, would have had no

Idea how the aid would -be used.

These:data Otheted very early in the aid prOgram,:will be compared.

with data of a highly similar nature gathered early.in. 1981' to determine

whether any changea,may logiCally be attrihuted to the aid. In the meantime,
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it may be helpful to see what our data indirectly suggest about the most-.
.

likely consequences of the aid. What follows is necessarily speculative,

especially since our sample was not designed to permit generalizations about

public and independent schools as a whole. If the aid is used to hold con-
.

stant, or even reduce the fees charged by independent schools, there is

reason to believe that the effects of this policy will be strongest in

Catholic schools,.whose patrons seem more likely to be affected by changes

in tuition in those other types of independent schools. If the aid program

has the effect (as it already seems to have had) of making independent

hoolS more visible to the general public, new patrons could be induced to

h t to independent schools as a result, for some of our data suggest that

aware ss of school alternatives is related to the tendency to move, par-
,

ticularlY\in the direction of independent schools.
15

The 43/era in our sample were of higher social status than the

starters, ibiting greater differences along this line than our sample.

revealed between *current patrons of public and independent schools. There

is therefore reason to suspect that future shifts in enrollment from pub-

lic to independent schools will be selective perhaps even more so than

current attendance patterns. This may result in an increased tendency for

_

independent schools to cater to slightly higher strata than are found in

public schools. \\

The magnitude of the did;does not seem likely to induce Om movement

of many low- income families frompublic to independent schools.. There seems

to be little likelihood, based on'our sample, that the unthinking parents

Will-shift to independent schools. ..,Characterized, as they seem to be, by

negative attitudes toward schools, and\probably by more general alienation,
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they would probably make such a change unless deliberate steps were-taken

to.influence a= in that direction. The same prophesy appears tentatively

.warranted in the case of working class parents: Despite their generally high

income !.evels, they are, like the unthinking parents, dispvpwrionaely

represented- -in public- schools. Amajor factor behind independent school

Patronage seems to be decision-making style, ratherthan incomei(above a

Certain level).

Although social classi differees between public schools as a.whole

and independent schools as a whole are far frOm.pronounced at the present

time, tendencies to accentUate those differences will bear watching.

Otherwise, British Columbia may slowly drift toward a two - tiered' system

of independent schools for the well-to-do and public schools for the poor.

.Both 'che United States and Australia seem to be moving in this direction at

present.

The current study was not designed to provide estimates of the pro-

portions of people of different types who are moving from pUblic to indepen-

. dent schools. Such estimates are impossible to derive, as we knew they

would be in the light-of-oursampling strategies. In our'sedbia survey of

this type, we sampled the general population of parents with school-age

children,-and thus should-be able to make such estimates in'the near future.

Meanwhile, B.C. citireenS°and lawMakers who fear. these tendencies should not

be unduly concerned in the short run. The aid is limited to independent

':schools that have been operating for five years or more, That limitation

is likely to inhibit seriously, the founding of new independent sChooli,:and

'1

since existing, independentOkhopls in.j14: o,SeeM tcqe nonptedit rganiza-r

ilons exclusively, they have little motivation to increase in size. Perhaps



by the time the results of our second survey have been analyzed; some

strategies for the improvement of the province's entire educational enter-

prise, public and private, will suggest themselves.

Needed Further Research

Our efforts along this line are obviously far from completeat present.

As noted, our sedond'survey on,this topic involved a sample of the general

population of parents with schoolage children, so estimates can be made of

the proportions of pat population eXhibiting many of the characteristids
.

identified in the present study. We think there may be important differences

'..between elementary and secondary schools in the areas considered here, and,
.. .. . -

4 ,

. , *
'' '

even differenceS.in the way.schools are ,eelAcied for girls rather,
16

,pys:

We would like to explore the. consequences for the many children who appear

to be attending schoolsin isolation from most of their close friends, or

attending schools their parents prefer but they themielves dislike.. We

need to learn much more about the factors that keep parents from patroniz-

ing the schools of their choice, and about the conseqUendes of that frui-

tration. .
We need to understand the. parents who describethemselVes as not,

thinking:much about the choice of a school, but also as seriously disSat-

iefied.-.0n the. surface, at least, they look. like terribly alienated,.

apathetic people We have data to permit some -of this work as soon as llmte

andresources allow, but most of it depends on information now being'

gathered. .We should have:m4Fh.More to report a few months hence.
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